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Úvodní slovo 
Města historicky představují centra osídlení, ve kterých se koncentruje společenský, hospodářský i 
technologický pokrok. Prostorová struktura měst je velmi různorodá, odráží řadu jejich dalších funkcí. 
Města mohou koncentrovat ekonomické, kulturní, duchovní, mocenské a další aktivity spojené se 
sociálními standardy a konvencemi dané společnosti.  
Funkce současných, evropských měst se od historických dob razantně proměnila. Řemesla, výroba, 
průmysl, obchod a obrana už nejsou tím, co prioritně určuje jejich podobu. Rozhodující pro další 
úspěšný, udržitelný rozvoj současných a nejen evropských měst je vedle široké nabídky služeb a 
pracovních příležitostí také kvalita životního prostředí a kvalita či atraktivita veřejných prostorů, tedy 
ulic, náměstí, parků, nábřeží nebo městské zelně.  Všechny tyto faktory a podmínky ovlivňují 
rozhodování lidí, zda ve městě budou žít, pracovat nebo jej budou navštěvovat. 
Proměny urbanistické struktury současných měst více či méně reflektují zmíněné podmínky dalšího 
rozvoje. Realizace nových staveb a urbanistických souborů s nabídkou bydlení, služeb nebo práce se 
neobejde bez vyhodnocení jejich vlivu na životní prostředí nebo bez vytvoření kvalitního veřejného 
prostoru, který by podporoval sociální vitalitu místa a města.   
Pozoruhodné příklady realizací staveb a souborů ze současnosti či nedávné historie prezentují 
každoročně zahraniční, převážně evropští studenti zapsaní v předmětu Development of the city and 
region. Tento předmět je vyučován na VUT v Brně, Fakultě architektury a je nabízen v rámci 
programu Erasmus. Studenti zapsaní do předmětu mají v semestrální práci představit zajímavé 
realizace (popřípadě projekty) z jejich domovského města nebo země. Mají rovněž vyslovit a 
zdůvodnit svůj názor na úspěšnost, neúspěšnost, dopady a budoucnost celého urbanistického díla.   
Jedná se mnohdy o stavby, které by nám učitelům na fakultě jinak zůstaly neznámé. A příklady jsou to 
zpravidla poučné, a mohou být tedy v mnohém i inspirativní.  
 
Následující katalog prezentuje práce zpracované studenty v letním semestru 2015/2016. 
Jednotlivé příspěvky nebyly editovány. 
 
vedoucí prací a vyučující: Ing. arch. Kateřina Dokoupilová-Pazderková, Ph.D. 
garant předmětu a vyučující: doc. Ing. arch. Maxmilian Wittmann, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
studenti: 
1/ Salvador Morales Reyes –  Cultural corridor  Chapultepec, Mexico 
2/ Colm Donnelly – Pacific Quay and Glasgow Harbour, Glasgow 
3/ Lucie Hardouin – The new Malakof project, Nantes 
4/ Justine Jagot – Le plateau des Capucins, Brest 
5/ Alexis Carrere – MuCEM, Marseille 
6/ Algirdas Ramonas – Aalborg Waterfront, Aalborg 
7/ Leo Kopferschmitt – Brighton West Pier, Brighton 
8/ Laura Puchades del Olmo – North Castellana project, Madrid 
 
DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 
1. Name of the student 
Algirdas Ramonas 
2. School year / Semester 
2016 Spring semester 
3. Chosen area / City 
 
https://www.google.lt/maps/ 
Aalborg Waterfront is 2 phase project, that links city center to long lost industrial 
waterfront and uses area to create places for people. Works on first phase started in 2004 and 
finished in 2013. Fallowing huge successs of first design, phase 2 was built between 2012 and 
2015. It is designed by C.F. Møller Architects. 
 
 
http://www.archdaily.com/774164/aalborg-waterfront-phase-ii-cf-
moller/5601ca79e58ece38c100006d-aalborg-waterfront-phase-ii-cf-moller-master-plan 
The master plan for Aalborg Waterfront links the city’s medieval centre with the adjacent 
fjord, which has previously been difficult for citizens to access due to the industrial harbour 
and the associated heavy traffic. By tying in with the openings in the urban fabric, a new 
relationship between city and fjord is created, and what was formerly a back-side is turned 
into a new, highly attractive front. The qualities of the approximately one kilometre stretch of 
quayside are emphasised with a tree-lined and unusually detailed boulevard to accommodate 
cyclists and pedestrians. 
The medieval Aalborg Castle once again becomes the harbour’s centrepiece through the 
establishment of an extensive green area to frame the historic embankments. At the same 
time, Aalborg receives a harbour promenade with steps and recessed terraces, allowing people 
to get close to the water. Various kinds of urban gardens facilitate activities such as markets, 
ball games and sun-bathing. The aim is to create robust and attractive spaces to benefit many 
different users. 
http://www.cfmoller.com/p/-en/aalborg-waterfront-i-i2005.html 
4. Location / Maps / Area specification 
 
   
Aalborg city (also known as Double A of Paris of the North) is located in north-western 
Denmark, north part of Jutland. Nowadays it is important industrial and university city, with 
large cultural hub. With 132,578 inhabitants Aalborg is 4 most populous city in Denmark with 
area of 139 sq. km. One of the most important part of the city is Limfjord, since Aalborg's 
history and industry is based on it. With its theatres, symphony orchestra, opera company, 
performance venues, and museums such as Aalborg Historical Museum and the Aalborg 
Museum of Modern Art, Aalborg is an important cultural hub. The Aalborg Carnival, held at 
the end of May, is one of the largest festivals in Scandinavia, attracting some 100,000 people 
annually. The major university is the University of Aalborg, founded in 1974, which has more 
than 17,000 students. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aalborg 
 
 
  
5. Historical development 
 
  
Aalborg's history dates to Vi century (German villages) and IX - XI centuries (Vikings 
villages), but the area around the narrowest point on the Limfjord attracted settlements as far 
back as the Iron Age. The remainings of first sites can still be seen on Lindholm Høje (burial 
grounds). The first mention of Aalborg under its original name Alabu or Alabur is found on 
coins from c. 1040. In later medieval ages town gain more and more privilleges and prospered 
from trading.In December 1534 it was stormed and plundered by the king's troops after a 
peasants' revolt. As a result of the Reformation, Aalborg became a Lutheran bishopric in 
1554.  
 
          
From the 1550s to the 1640s and during the second half of the 18th century, as a result of 
increased foreign trade, Aalborg enjoyed great prosperity. In 1869 the railway reached the city 
and harbour facilities were improved. Around the beginning of the 20th century many of the 
city's half-timbered houses were torn down and replaced with modern buildings and factories. 
By 1960 half of the inhabitants working in industry or manufacturing. By the year 2000, the 
service and education sectors accounted for about 60 percent of the workforce, partly as a 
result of the founding of Aalborg University in 1974. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aalborg 
 6. Contemporary situation 
Phase 1 
   
I divided first phase of the project into different parts. 
Children playground and caffe garden 
 
The westernmost part of the park, by Limfjord bridge, is a café garden and activity area. The 
City of Aalborg shows great consideration when integrating facilities for both children and 
young people on the waterfront. The café garden is surrounded by eateries and offers an 
unconventional play park with soft curved grass mounds, rubber banks and polished stainless 
steel play components, small trees and unusual lighting. 
   
 
Central activities field 
 
The central activities field – a play landscape inviting all age groups to motor-activities – is 
designed to accommodate various games and sports, from beach-volley in the summer to ice 
skating rink in winter, surrounded by dramatically angled netting and lighting masts. A series 
of Cor-ten steel pavilions contain among other things sports equipment and an ice cream shop. 
The materials chosen are as raw as the fjord itself, including asphalt, rubber, cor-ten steel, 
concrete and wood, while at the same time containing subtle references to the sea through 
wavy pavement patterns – an architectural quote of the famous Copacabana beach 
promenades by Roberto Burle Marx. 
   
  
Urban garden 
 
 
The adjacent flower gardens are a calm, slightly sunken green space with a dense planting of 
trees and flowers. A lush, colourful oasis for all ages, primarily designed for quiet pursuits 
and as a recreational space for Aalborg’s new floating harbour pool, which is located along 
the waterfront, next to “Elbjørn” – a former ice-breaker converted into a floating 
restaurant/workshop. The gardens are divided by wide tali-wood decking areas, which along 
the harbour promenade turn into broad south-facing seating areas. To shield against the winds 
from Limfjorden, the gardens have been sunken 60 cm, and the gardens are furthermore 
shielded from the Strandvejen Boulevard by a long continuous bastion in smooth, white 
concrete, also serving as seating. 
    
Cathedral square and Utzon park 
 
Aalborg's waterfront project once again connects city historical castle not only with river, but 
with people. All kind of visitors, walking near waterfront can easily see, touch and feel old 
castle and its green environment. At the eastern end of the promenade, the Utzon Park frames 
the new exhibition centre on Aalborg’s waterfront named the Utzon Centre. It is furnished 
with the unique concrete benches originally designed for the Sydney Opera House by Jørn 
Utzon. Utzon was fascinated by nature, and his works are inspired by nature’s organic shapes. 
The park’s cherry trees on a bed of spring flowers and the simple, sprawling lawn are inspired 
by his architectural ideas – which are also expressed in his soft, sculptural furniture design 
produced by Escofet. 
   
  
Public pool, lookouts and small details 
 
Public pool, located near urban garden, expands Aalborg waterfront not along the river, but to 
the water itself. It helps people touch and feel water, which before project completion looked 
like completely occupied by cargo ships. What is more, it helps people to enjoy swimming 
every day (when it is warm enough, ofcourse). To create ways go into the river without 
getting wet architects created lookouts - constructions, that rise above the ground and extends 
to the river. Architects also payed attention to details, even the smallest ones. Raw and tough 
materials that were used for the project are lightened with curved pavements, benches and 
even smallest metalic places, that symbolised water movement. 
   
   
http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2015/11/aalborg-waterfront/ 
Phase 2 
 
  
   
Following the huge success of the first phase of the new waterfront, designed and realized by 
C.F. Møller Landscape in collaboration with Vibeke Rønnow Landscape Architects from 
2004 to 2013, the second stage continues the same basic approach and adds new variations of 
spaces centred on the Coop Himmelblau-designed concert hall, the Aalborg House of Music 
(Musikkens Hus). The master plan for the second stage of Aalborg Waterfront is thus based 
on the principles from the first stage, with the promenade as a unifying element. It has also 
drawn inspiration from the meeting between the dunes and the flat foreshore. The central idea 
of the second phase is the continuation of the waterfront promenade as a “marsh” in 
combination with a light curving plinth, upon which the buildings are located as in a raised 
dune landscape. 
 
 
The plinth forms a raised base which unifies the area’s distinctive, freestanding buildings 
including university buildings, student housing and the concert hall. In this ensemble, the 
plaza around the concert hall is highlighted by an independent, rectangular plinth. The urban 
plinth provides flood protection, and the incisions carved into it create a series of spaces with 
varied functions – protected from the wind by the plinth’s sides, which are designed as seating 
steps.  
     
Spacious plazas are integrated into the promenade sequence, creating lush green spaces with 
dense groves of trees. The planting consists of trees, shrubs and grasses that are native to 
North Jutland fjord landscape. In contrast to the fine materials used in the plinth around 
Musikkens Hus, the other surfaces used in the area are raw and simple, in asphalt, in situ-cast 
concrete and wood – just as in the first stage of Aalborg Waterfront. 
    
Pictures and parts of the text from http://www.archdaily.com/774164/aalborg-waterfront-
phase-ii-cf-moller 
Although House of music, designed by Coop Himmelb(l)au, isn't part of waterfront project, it 
is still worth to be mentioned. Designed in 2003 and finished in 2008, this music hall always 
was important to river and it's connection to old town. What is more, it plays crucial role in 
Aalborg's waterfront second phase, which started when House of music was already built and 
concetrated around this building. 
 
Pictures from http://www.archdaily.com/495131/house-of-music-coop-himmelb-l-au 
7. Future 
Both phases of the project are already finished and had huge success, but some new buildings 
are being built near Aalborg waterfront. For example DGL-TOWER, designed by C.F. Møller 
Architects.  
From the architects: „The former industrial harbour Østre Havn in Aalborg is to be 
transformed into a new neighbourhood, combining the best of the area's raw industrial identity 
with a new housing and shopping area. 
A former DLG plant built in 1925 will be a central part of the transformation plans, 
attractively situated as it is overlooking the fjord. The idea is to maintain part of the silo plant 
- namely the basic structure and the highest of the original nine silos - adding 12 new 
residential storeys, i.e. approx. 70 apartments. 
The apartments will have large balconies and stunning views of the fjord. The common 
facilities are in a class of their own with a huge roof terrace, wellness and workshop facilities 
and a restaurant and cafe at street level. There will also be a series of safety and comfort-
related advantages, such as a manned reception and room service. 
The dwellings are designed for people who want to live right in the heart of the city, at the 
same time wanting home privacy and part in a community. The dwellings could for example 
become a senior resort.“  
 
 
 
 
 
http://www.cfmoller.com/p/DGL-tower-Oestre-Havn-in-Aalborg-i2837.html 
 
8. Conclusion 
C.F.Moller is experienced and old firm (created in 1922) and this project shows that. 
Historical Limfjord was stolen from people in industrialization times and now it  is given 
back. Mile long waterfront creates spaces for all kind of activities and people: from child's, 
who can play in the east, to old people, who can walk, sit or enjoy  Sun in urban garden or 
Utzon park to the west. Project not only creates interesting spaces, but makes pathways to the 
river. The biggest path is the area near House of Music, constructed in second phase. 
Futhermore, architects extended public spaces to the Limfjord, creating possibility to touch, 
swimm and feel the water. Public pool, and two different levels - lookouts on the upper and 
small plazas on the lower - combined with rough materials almost intersects with the river and 
creates constant, uninterupted environment. Moreover, everything in the project is based on 
functional  ideas - all waterfront is rised to prevent city centre from floods, and in the most 
important public places it is lowered to guard people from winds.  
On the other hand, waterfront is still blocked by wide road. Some underground or overground 
passages would increase people abillity to reach river. 
For me city connection with river is very important, since my hometown, Kaunas, is crossed 
with two big rivers in the heart of the city, yet not connected to it. I see the same problem in 
Brno and in other european cities. I think it is result of industialisation and the times when 
economy was more important than people. But now it is different age and human is the core 
of the city. 
That's why projects, such as Aalborg waterfront, are crucial to development of cities and I'm 
happy that ideas are already spreading - for example pools on rivers. 
9. List of sources 
 
http://www.cfmoller.com/p/-en/aalborg-waterfront-i-i2005.html 
http://www.dezeen.com/2015/10/19/cf-moller-promenade-landscaping-aalborg-waterfront-
regeneration-denmark/ 
http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2015/11/aalborg-waterfront/ 
http://www.visitaalborg.com/ln-int/aalborg/architecture/aalborgs-new-waterfront 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aalborg 
http://www.archdaily.com/774164/aalborg-waterfront-phase-ii-cf-moller 
http://www.cfmoller.com/p/DGL-tower-Oestre-Havn-in-Aalborg-i2837.html 
http://www.archdaily.com/495131/house-of-music-coop-himmelb-l-au 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aalborg 
https://www.google.lt/maps/ 
DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 
1. Name of the student 
Leo Kopferschmitt 
 
2. School year / Semester 
2016 Spring/Summer 
 
3. Chosen area / City 
The city of Brighton is seaside town in East Sussex, located 60 miles (96kilometres) south 
of London, the capital of England. It has been a popular seaside destination since 1850 
and has a population of approximately 281,076 people, 32,000 of which are students.  
 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/b/b6/East_Sussex_UK_locator_
map_2010.svg/2000px-East_Sussex_UK_locator_map_2010.svg.png 
 
4. Location / Maps / Area specification 
The West Pier development is located 800metres west of the existing Brighton Pier, and 
stands where the (now demolished) entrance of the original west pier.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
https://www.google.cz/maps/place/Brighton,+The+City+of+Brighton+and+Hove,+UK/@
50.8191223,-
0.1403091,17z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x48758509f6294167:0x9cc6af7a727d0ef9 
5. Historical development 
The West Pier opened in 1866 and was designed by Eugenius Birch. It was originally a 
simple promenade however the later addition of a theatre and concert hall in the early 20
th
 
century turned this into a major attraction for tourists and locals.  
http://www.brightonbusiness.co.uk/graphics/ni20150515.265498_5555c97b2f74.jpg 
 However the pier’s popularity declined gradually since WWII, and was eventually 
closed in 1975 due to a lack of interest in the pier’s attractions. This was also partly 
due to increasing popularity of the newer, larger, palace pier (often referred to as 
Brighton Pier).  
Various plans were made for the restoration of the West Pier, however costs increased 
as the pier was extensively damaged during bad weather, the strongest of which 
occurred in 2002 and caused part of the original theatre to collapse as well as sections 
of the footpath to become dangerous.  
 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/garyparsons/3723715023/in/photolist-6F41Ka-eZ3Zty-
eQqd3E-aAABAW-6F8am5-quBTKs-8PAS6c-bCmgB5-4puTS1-yrWzm-rrBqVM-
44BBw-5MFNkJ-7EDCCZ-56BT1V-sbHd9z-cocLQY-758BR1-r9d3d7-6F42dB-
7X5xLa-quQ7UD-7rAESk-quBYFj-byBFn8-quQ1CR-rmxw4Q-8QADXu-p6Q5B6-
8xCt4h-8QXW83-bgm8wa-dPEydF-dzLVKr-9jT3YH-pKMBWG-fxS5Ks-bEwUcf-
4H2GF4-88G2sP-FTsmdC-oNkurm-44BPP-q9fAi7-raaoWP-bRfYRr-9RRcJu-
6F41hP-rrBtqr-dMogpt 
 
 
 
 
Despite attempts to raise enough money (£30million) to restore the pier to its original 
glory, two arson attacks in 2003 (March, June) caused the pier to become damaged 
beyond repair.  
Fire crews attempted to calm the flames however the innacesibility of the  meant that they 
were unable to control the damage.  
(News report: http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2003/may/12/arts.artsnews) 
 
http://www.simonthornton.com/westpierfire/pier3.jpg 
What is left of the original framework has been left to slowly break apart as nature takes 
over. It has become a visual icon of Brighton, and the frame is often seen in photos 
alongside the Palace Pier, showing the contrast between the two piers.  
http://brightonandhoveindependent.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2014/11/WestPierLandscape.jpg 
The West Pier Arches were built around the same time as the original West Pier, and were 
used by small independent business to sell their products to beachgoers. They were also used 
as fishermen’s huts and storage during the late 20th century.   
 
http://www.photohistory-sussex.co.uk/DawsonLowerEsplanade.jpg 
After the closure of the West Pier, many of the business using the arches were forced to close 
due to the lack of customers caused by the pier closure.  
For many years the arches were considered to be too expensive to restore as the independent 
shops wouldn’t generate enough revenue to pay back the restoration cost.  
 
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-dMxGro-R-
Xk/Va_Jq3MRM5I/AAAAAAAAF2E/D0kMxr3t7Ng/s1600/P1000274.JPG 
6. Contemporary situation 
A budget of £5million was allocated to the restoration of the West Pier arches, as part of a 
large scale renovation of the seafront and the business directly surrounding the i360 tower. 
Many of the arches were damaged beyond repair and so were demolished and re-built as close 
as possible to the original designs.  
 
http://www.britishairwaysi360.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/rebuilding-the-west-pier-
arches-new-images-5.jpg 
Construction on the new arches began in 2012 and was completed in 2014. The arches are 
now occupied by various independent business, including a hair salon, several gift shops as 
well as art and jewellery shops. They have re-popularised the west pier area surrounding the 
remains of the pier, and have helped local business become successful due to the prime retail 
space.  
 
http://www.brightonandhovenews.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/arches-now.jpg 
 7. Future 
Although plans to restore the pier have now been cancelled, construction has begun on a 
new observation tower at the base of the old entrance to the pier. 
On the site of the West Pier’s original entrance will now stand the British Airways i360, 
the worlds tallest vertical cable car. 
The tower is designed by Marks Barkfield Architects, who also designed the London Eye 
and the Kew Gardens Treetop Walkway. 
 
 
htps://brightoni360.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/brighton-i360-brasserie.jpg 
The new ‘vertical pier’ will allow visitors to have 360 degree views over Brighton and a 
25 mile radius of the surrounding landscape.  
It will reach a total height of 161.7 metres, and be able to accommodate up to 200 people 
in the air conditioned pod.  
 
 http://www.theargus.co.uk/resources/images/4027825/ 
The total cost for the development of the i360 is £46.2million, and developers expect the 
i360 to attract around 750,000 visitors every year, which will help to create 160 new jobs 
at the attraction and over 400 new jobs in the local area.  
The tower will also provide a significant boost to the local tourism industry, which will 
benefit local bars and businesses.  
The i360 has caused a lot of controversy, 73/179 local representative voted against the 
development as it was in keeping with the local architecture. The i360 would also increase 
the already high levels of pollution, traffic and noise to the surrounding area. 
Despite the opposition, the i360’s construction began in 2014 and will open in June 2016.  
It is the largest development on the Brighton seafront since the ‘lost decade’ (2002 – 
2012), when all planned developments were stopped due to various political and economic 
complications. 
 
http://www.leisureopportunities.co.uk/images/HIGH424586_903259.jpg 
 8. Conclusion 
The reconstruction of the west pier arches has proved to be a success, having helped local 
business to increase revenue and having encouraged beachgoers to visit the west pier area.  
However, the success of the i360 remains to be seen, as initial concerns have developed 
into major issues that the developers of the i360 have not addressed. These include: 
 what will happen if the number of visitors is lower than expected?  
 Where will visitors park their cars? Car parking is very expensive in Brighton, 
which could result in fewer people visiting.  
 Congestion: the seafront road (A259) is heavily used and the new attraction will 
increase the amount of cars, causing more congestion.  
 Pollution: the i360 development is at the base of one of Brighton’s oldest squares, 
Regency Square. The increase in noise, light, sound, and vehicular pollution will 
reduce the aesthetic and economical value of the square.  
Despite the local resident’s concern over the design and location of the viewing tower, 
construction is due to be completed in May 2016, and the grand opening to take place in July 
2016. Although this event will attract tourists to Brighton, this could also attract potential 
terror threats and general disturbance in the surrounding area.  
Nonethless, the i360 will have a major impact on the city of Brighton, however whether this 
impact is positive or negative can only be determined in the following years. 
 
9. List of sources 
 
I360: 
https://static-secure.guim.co.uk/sys-
images/Guardian/About/General/2015/8/25/1440505548144/Brighton-i360-009.jpg 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/b/b6/East_Sussex_UK_locator_map_2010
.svg/2000px-East_Sussex_UK_locator_map_2010.svg.png 
http://www.brightonbusiness.co.uk/graphics/ni20150515.265498_5555c97b2f74.jpg 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/garyparsons/3723715023/in/photolist-6F41Ka-eZ3Zty-eQqd3E-
aAABAW-6F8am5-quBTKs-8PAS6c-bCmgB5-4puTS1-yrWzm-rrBqVM-44BBw-5MFNkJ-7EDCCZ-
56BT1V-sbHd9z-cocLQY-758BR1-r9d3d7-6F42dB-7X5xLa-quQ7UD-7rAESk-quBYFj-byBFn8-quQ1CR-
rmxw4Q-8QADXu-p6Q5B6-8xCt4h-8QXW83-bgm8wa-dPEydF-dzLVKr-9jT3YH-pKMBWG-fxS5Ks-
bEwUcf-4H2GF4-88G2sP-FTsmdC-oNkurm-44BPP-q9fAi7-raaoWP-bRfYRr-9RRcJu-6F41hP-rrBtqr-
dMogpt 
http://www.simonthornton.com/westpierfire/pier3.jpg 
http://brightonandhoveindependent.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/WestPierLandscape.jpg 
https://brightoni360.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/brighton-i360-brasserie.jpg 
http://www.theargus.co.uk/resources/images/4027825/ 
http://britishairwaysi360.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/slideshow_bg_2.jpg 
http://www.leisureopportunities.co.uk/images/HIGH424586_903259.jpg 
WEST PIER ARCHES: 
http://www.photohistory-sussex.co.uk/DawsonLowerEsplanade.jpg 
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-dMxGro-R-
Xk/Va_Jq3MRM5I/AAAAAAAAF2E/D0kMxr3t7Ng/s1600/P1000274.JPG 
http://www.britishairwaysi360.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/rebuilding-the-west-pier-arches-
new-images-5.jpg 
http://www.brightonandhovenews.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/arches-now.jpg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 
1. Name of the student 
Laura Puchades del Olmo 
2. School year / Semester 
4th year in University of Alcalá de Henares (Spain)  / Summer Semmester in VUT 
3. Chosen area / City 
I choosed Madrid, because I know the urbanism of the city (I live in a close smaller city 
called Alcalá de Henares) and because I think Madrid has had a lot of interesting urbanistic 
project, and this year it is starting a new one, that is the one I’m going to talk about in the 
work. 
 
 
4. Location / Maps / Area specification 
As you can see in the image, the area is quite far of the city center, but it is close the 
biggest business complex in Madrid, which is Madrid Business Center, with the four towers, 
that are, nowadays, on of the main icons of the city.  
 
5. Historical development: Madrid Almond. That’s the way we called the center of 
Madrid, because of its shape in the beggining of the 1900’s. It started to grow between two rivers, 
small rivers, that go to Manzanares river, witch is the main river in Madrid, as you can see in the 
map. 
 
One of these rivers, that was quite small, was in Castellana street. After that, the city continued 
growing up, absorbing small villages close to itself, and getting bigger and bigger. 
 
Some years later, Castellana is one of the main lines in Madrid, it is the Museum axe, turism axe, 
business Axe, cultural one, transport one, and more things.  
 
Some years ago, Business Madrid Center was built in the northest part of Castellana, and nowadays it 
works in a perfect way. That’s the reason, with the Chamartín Station, to build a new project there, 
which is the one I’m going to talk about. 
 6. Contemporary situation 
Right now, even being one of the first places that tourist know, and a lot of people from 
Madrid know too, the train station works very good, but all the space around it is totally 
empty. There is nothing. I  think it’s quite sad, because it could be a usefull place and 
enviroment, but it isn’t, as you can see in the pictures below.  
 
 
7. Future 
 
You can see the conexions right now, and you can check that it is so well conected with 
the other train station, which is Atocha. That is another reason to make Chamartin Station 
better, because it is so importante for the city.  
 
 
  
The project wokrs with public and private equipment, residential buildings, some 
industrial spaces and green areas that conect the project with the city, in an avenue, and that 
became bigger in some places, trying to make free green areas like parks.  
 
All this is distribuited and mixed, but there are main areas for each function, as you can 
see in the picture below.  
 
 
 
 
  
There are green areas along the whole project, but there is a main central park area, where there are 
some residential buildings, because in that way they are going to have nice views of the hood and 
breath renovate air. 
 
The main area of the whole project is the business area, because it is supposed to be one of the 
biggest economic and bussines complex, not only in Madrid, in Spain too.  
 
Of course, the project is urbanistically conect with the city via Castellana, which is one of the main 
avenues of the city. In that way, the projecto is an urbanistic project by itself, and with the city. 
 
Moreover, there is a last but not least area, which is the techonology one. It is supposed to be used 
by university and other companies to investigate and improve some kinds of issues.  
 
8. Conclusion 
In my personal opinion, it is necessary to rebuild all the space around Chamartín Train 
Station, because it is one of the main stations in Madrid, and it is the point where a lot of the 
people arrive in their first time to Madrid. I don’t know if the project is maybe quite big, 
because it is going to cost a lot of money, and maybe it would be a good option to make it 
similar but smaller, just because there are a lot of residential  and business buildings in the 
city that are not being used right now, and I think they could be used, before build another 
new ones. 
 
9. List of sources 
I studied all the urban projects in Madrid, so I have some idea of the way the city growed up. I had to 
study the project, because it was created after Business Madrid Center.  
 
 
Notes: 
Each picture or taken text has to have a source link following each item. 
Text – Times New Roman size 12. 
Minimum lenght 8-10 pages including pictures. 
You can use this form MS WORD software. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 
1. Name of the student 
Justine Jagot 
2. School year / Semester 
Summer term 2016 
3. Chosen area / City 
The site is located in the city of Brest in France. The city of 140 000 inhabitants is cut in two parts by the Penfeld river which flows into the Atlantic ocean.  
 
Map : Location of Brest in France Source of the map’s background : http://histgeo.ac-aix-marseille.fr/ 
4. Location / Maps / Area specification 
The Capucin site has a great potential due to its location. Indeed, located in a belvedere in the city center, it offers a whole new panoramic view on the city, especially on the Recouvrance bridge, on the castle and on the harbor. 
 
Map : Location of the site in the city of Brest Source of the map’s background : https://applications002.brest-metropole-oceane.fr 
  
5. Historical development
In 1685, the convent called Capucins is bebuilding and the gardens will last tenMarine. The site will never have a religious funtionc anymore. In 1801, theconverted in a barracks for appre
In 1840, the Marine ministry order the constructionPlateau des Capucins is chosen. The sitamong other things.. Generations of Brest inhabitants have learn the techniquesconstruction in the site. Moreover,women have worked in the workshops, especially during the firstmen who went to the front. In 
Pictures : Source : ANGOT C., « Gestes accomplis et paroles ouvrières : Approche anthropologique du travail au plateau des Capucins à l’arsenal de Brest », Thèse Université de Bretagne 
6. Contemporary situation
THE WORKSHOPS : A SYMB
The site has a strong affective value as many inhabitants grand-father or an uncle who worked in the symbole of the naval construction, an industry collective memory. During the Second World War, 90% of the citydestroyed by the bombs. The architectural heritage to be preserved. Situated on a promontory, thefrom this point, you can have a panoramic view on the main heritagebeen demolished : the Lions building, the former prison of Pontaniou,oldest of the city with houses from the XVII and XVIII centuries.
 
ing built by Vauban. The construction of the  years. In 1791, they are seized and assigned to the 
ntice gunners. 
 of three frigates over rumors of war. The e is expanded and give place to the foundry workshop, 
 from the XIX century and all along the XX century,  world war to replace the 2004, the industrial activity is being transfered in Lannion.
Industrial activities in the Workshops 
Occidentale, 2013. 
 
OL 
of Brest have knownmagnificent workshops. Moreover that has been flourishing. It is place of  workshops of the Capucins constitute a precious site is monumental. Also,  of Brest that has not  Saint 
 convent is 
 of the naval 
 
 
 a father, a it is a high 
of Brest has been  and valuable 
-Malo street (the 
 
Pictures : The Lions Building and Saint-Malo Street Source : http://www.vivrelarue.net/ 
AN AMBITIOUS PROJECT 
The project aims to create a new city center district on a surface of 16 hectares. These project is a huge opportunity for the city of Brest. The ambition is to integrate the project in an innovative and sustainable development concepts. It will also offer the opportunity to densify the city center. In 2009, the site is being assigned from the state authority to the local authority of Brest. The site’s remediation has been finished in 2012. The cost of the seizure is 2,2 millions of euros. 
It is a huge opportunity for the city : 
- to consider it as a global perspective 
- to create a new city center district 
- over 16 hectares 
- to densify the city center 
- to make an innovative and sustainable project 
 
Picture : Global view of the project Source : http://www.septjoursabrest.fr/ 
7. Future 
A PLACE TO LIVE IN 
Housing and activities will be implanted on the high part of the site which is 6,5 hectares. Around 560 accomodations will be built in this area. They are supposed to stand by some concerns : good quality architecture, respect for the environment, conviviality. There will be special attention to the sustainability of the constructions. The new district is supposed to be representative of social diversity : 50% of the housing will be accessible to private ownership ; 25% will be rental properties ; 25% will be « affordable price » properties. Also, 25 000 m2 of offices, shops, services and housing will be implanted in 3 to 9 floors buildings which will provide a panoramic view on the Penfeld river and harbor. The local authority aims to create a whole new living district, that will be representative of its goals in terms of urban renewal development. The providing of equipments, services and transport to inhabitants will be considered from a global perspective : the urban development of Brest right bank. The project received the label « Écoquartier » in 2009 for all the elements it includes : social diversity, sustainable energies, transport, accessibility… 
 
Picture : An example of a multi-functional building Source : www.capucinsbrest.com 
  
A NEW CULTURAL CENTER 
The Workshops will be converted in a new cultural center : 
 A cinéma : 6 rooms  A multimedia library : 120 000 documents, over 6 500 m²  Le Fourneau : National center of street art  A central public space dedicated to exhibitions and shows, over 10 000 m²  A commercial street : from 3 000 to 5 000 m² dedicated to shops and services 
 
Picture : The future entrance of the cultural center Source : www.capucinsbrest.com 
  
The multimedia library will provide : 
 120 000 documents in free access  350 000 documents in stock  9700 m²  900 sitting places  1 auditorium of 195 places  1 exhibition room of 175 m²  1 café 
 
Picture : The entrance of the multimedia library from the forecourt Source : www.capucinsbrest.com 
  
A MEETING PLACE 
Between the housing and activities sector and the old workshops, a semi-high forecourt will take place on the top of a public car park. The forecourt will give direct access to the first floor of the workshops. It is supposed to be a convivial meeting place, a place for cultural expression where public events of all kinds will take place. 
 
Picture : The forecourt of the cultural center Source : www.capucinsbrest.com 
The Cité internationale will be implanted on the forecourt. It will provide housing for third undergraduate cycle students and international university researchers ; a services and center for services and associations dealing with international exchanges. 
RENEWABLE ENERGIES AND SOFT TRANSPORTS 
Every new construction will receive the label BBC (low energy consumption). The heating and the hot water will be provided by a system that uses 90% of renewable energies and with no CO2 emission. Priority will be given to soft modes of transport. Foot and bicycles path will be maintained. The tramway will directly serve the future district. Also, the district will be directly connected to the other side of the river by an urban cable car that will go from the low part of Siam street to the the south of the cultural center. 
 
Picture : The cable car between the Workshops and the city center Source : www.capucinsbrest.com 
  
HERITAGE ENHANCEMENT 
One of the main concerns of the project was the preservation and the enhancement of the heritage. In 2008, Celine Angot, on the initiative of the local authority, made a whole study about the collective memory of the Workshops. She expanded her work to a thesis dealing about the construction of the «arsenal culture» under its social, professional, cultural and political dimensions. 
The machines that have been preserved will be exposed in the public exhibition place. A heritage interpretation center will later be implanted on the cultural center. Some of them are real political symbol (because workers use to reunite around the machine called Grand Marbre and, stand over it and speak up to fight for their rights). In the long term, an interpretation route will be created all over the city to enhance all architectural heritage of Brest. 
 
Pictures : Machines of the Workshops called Four Jaube and Grand Marbre Source : ANGOT C., « Gestes accomplis et paroles ouvrières : Approche anthropologique du travail au plateau des Capucins à l’arsenal de Brest », Thèse Université de Bretagne Occidentale, 2013. 
OPENING 
The project started in 2004 when the local authority choose the architect Bruno Fortier to conceive the global project. The site has been decontaminated and the constructions started in 2012. The cultural center is supposed to open in 2016 as the cable car that should be put in service. 
8. Conclusion 
The «Plateau des Capucins» was a huge opportunity and a great challenge for the city of Brest. There are two major points that make the strenght of the project : the global perspective and the heritage enhancement.  
Indeed, the project was not only about renovating the former workshops. The aim was also to create a new center district and to include it into the city functioning. Therefore, you can appreciate the global perspective and the multi-functional project. However, the impressive project can rise some fears. The attractiveness it will provide could be a risk for some other 
places in the city that could be relatively abandoned. For example, The national center of street arts «Le Fourneau» that will be implanted into the new cultural center, has actually been removed from its original place : the marina.  
Also, the work that has been done around the preservation of the heritage must be noticed., even though the creation of the interpretation center was not a priority . The priority was given to leisure activities (multimedia library, cinema). However, it can be seen as good point to attract people to the new place and make it alive. 
9. List of sources  ANGOT C., « Gestes accomplis et paroles ouvrières : Approche anthropologique du travail au plateau des Capucins à l’arsenal de Brest », Thèse Université de Bretagne Occidentale, 2013. 
http://histgeo.ac-aix-marseille.fr/ 
https://applications002.brest-metropole-oceane.fr 
http://www.vivrelarue.net/ 
http://www.septjoursabrest.fr/ 
http://www.capucinsbrest.com 
 
DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
 
1. Name of the student 
Colm Donnelly 
 
 
2. School year / Semester 
2016 spring semester 
 
 
3. Chosen area / City 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By the 1980s in Glasgow, the city and the River Clyde was in desparate need for a riverside 
regeneration project. The dissused industrial shipyards had created a typical Brownfields area 
around the river banks. The First building to be constructed in the area was the SECC 
(Scottish Exhibition + Conference Centre) in 1985. It was the success of this area which really 
brought Glasgow's part or the River Clyde into life, with thousands flocking to the area every 
year. This created a chain reaction of future developments, masterplans and public and 
privately funded designs for this whole area of the city. The whole project is called the Clyde 
Waterfront project which stretches from the city centre all the way to the western coast of 
Scotland (roughly 25km.) The current costs of the entire projects are roughly 8 Billion Euros 
in public and private money and the projects have created roughly 50,000 jobs in various 
different professions.  
  
https://www.google.cz/maps/place/Glasgow,+Velk%C3%A1+Brit%C3%A1nie/@55.855536
7,-4.3024977,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x488815562056ceeb:0x71e683b805ef511e 
 
 
4. Location / Maps / Area specification 
 
Glasgow is a city in the central belt of Scotland and the north of the British Isles. It has a 
population of roughly 1,1 million inhabitants and has previously been held as the second city 
of the british empire due to its trade and ship building conections + industrial roots. Today 
Glasgow has moved like many 21st century cities into a more technology and business driven 
economy. The city hosts 3 main university and an assortment of trade collages, art and 
musical collages.  
 
            
 
http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/ 
5. Historical development 
 
For nearly 300 years, Glasgow has served as the Second City of the British Empire. A major 
industrial city situated in the central belt of Scotland, for many years Galsgow and the River 
Clyde served as one of the worlds most important shipping ports and construction areas. 
Fuelled in the 1700s by tobacco and other trade to the United States, it quickly rose to wealth 
and prominence and an industrial hub of the British Empire. By the 1800s, major shipping and 
engineering breakthroughs were made in Glasgow, with the creation of the Steam Engine and 
Steam powered ships being invented in Glasgow. 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
As Glasgow was at the forefront of this advanced technology, by 1900 it was stated that 
almost 25 percent of the worlds ships were constructed in Glasgow. Everything from cruise 
liners (appendix 3 the Queen Mary cruise liner, the worlds largest cruise ship at the time) to 
Royal Navy battleship were constructed on the River Clyde. During both World Wars it 
served as a crucial production point for the British Army and Navy. It was soo important that 
during WW2 the German Luftwaffen would frequently bombard the Cyldes shipyards into 
obliteration, known as The Blitz in the U.K.  
 
But after the war, production began a major decline in Glasgow. A combination of lack of 
demand for battleships, to cheaper production and labour found in other countries like China, 
meant that post 1960 on the Clyde began a major decline in shipbuilding, production and 
work in Glasgow. A theme common in Britian, the de-industrialisation of many northern 
British cities meant large numbers of unemployment with mass closing of heavy goods 
factories such as coal mining, ship building and the likes. In 1900 there were 60 shipbuilding 
yards on the clyde stretching from the coast to inner Glasgow, by 1980 there were only 4 
 
http://www.scotlandnow.dailyrecord.co.uk/lifestyle/heritage/pictures-river-clyde-
shipbuilding-history-4363762 
 
 
6. Contemporary situation 
 
P A C I F I C   Q U A Y   -   M A S T E R P L A N  
 
 
 
http://www.creativeclyde.com/our-community/image-gallery/pacific-quay-masterplan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The first major key area of the Clyde waterfront project is the Pacific Quay industrial park area. 
This area is on the southside of the River Clyde below the famous SECC. The first masterplan 
(bottom right) was drawn up my Gareth Hoskins architects as a response to the existing cultural 
buildings in the area. The Glasgow Sciense Centre is a 3 building science and leisure area which 
was privately bulit in 2001 and has the largest tower in Glasgow. It is one of the busiest leisure 
centres in the United Kingdom and its success made the Pacific Quay and surrounding area very 
attractive to developers.  
 
While previously an industrial area, plans were drawn up to create many new housing and 
business park layouts for the site. With the key connections to the north of the River with 3 new 
bridges, the area could thrive financially and economically. A festival Park was design to add 
some green areas into the city also.  
           
 
P A C I F I C   Q U A Y   -   R E A L I S A T I O N 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
http://www.pacific-quay.co.uk/aerial.html 
 
      
With the successes of the SECC in 1985 a planned extension to the project was completed in 
2001. The Clyde auditorium – or the Armidillo as it is known locally – Is a 6,000 seated 
concert hall designed by world renowned architects Norman Foster. Another building whcih 
has been deemed a success by locals, this building has become a local landmark and city wide 
icon for its progressive future.  
 
With the success of the Glasgow Science Centre the Pacific Quay area became a fast track for 
business design. The first building proposed and constructed was the BBC Scotland Studios. 
This is the televisions headquarters for all BBC programming in Scotland and was designed 
by David Chipperfield Architects, and opened in 2007. 
In 2014 the SECC expanded again to accomidate a new 12,500 seated arena called the SSE 
Hydro. Again SECC company teamed up with Norman Foster and this building was quickly 
become one of the busiest arenas in the world, with more people visiting this arena for events 
than Madison Square Garden in 2014.  
 
These hugely successful projects have made the whole area one of the busiest in Glasgow and 
in Scotland, compared to its brownfield past only 30 years ago.  
G L A S G O W  H A R B O U R   -   M A S T E R P L A N 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
 
http://www.clydewaterfront.com/projects/greater-govan--glasgow-
harbour/commercial/glasgow_harbour 
 
The 52 hectare site extends nearly two miles along the Clyde River west of the central 
commercial district. The masterplans re-establishes the civic and ecological importance of 
the site at the confluence of the Clyde and Kelvin rivers through a high density, mixed use 
development, including 3,000 residential units, offices, retail, hotel and leisure facilities. 
The buildings are designed around courtyards, placed between a new waterfront 
promenade and a linear park. Punctuating the linearity is a series of public squares framed 
by local amenities. At the junction of the rivers Clyde and Kelvin, a cultural hub is created. 
A tram link and pedestrian and cycle routes provide connectivity across the waterfront and 
into the city centre. The existing street network is extended from Glasgow’s city centre to 
the Harbour, informing the street pattern and block layout of the Glasgow Harbour 
masterplans. 
 
  
In scale and form this regenerative masterplans is in tune with the vigorous architectural 
tradition of the city. The greater masterplan was desgined by PLP architecture, a London 
based firm. The project will be completed in 3 phases with Phase 1 already completed. 
Phase 1 is a residential tower block plan designed by Ryder Architecture, a Glasgow based 
firm who work closely with students from Strathclyde University.   
G L A S G O W  H A R B O U R   -   R E A L I S A T I O N 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
                  
http://www.zaha-hadid.com/architecture/glasgow-riverside-museum-of-transport/ 
 
 
The Ryder architecture phase was completed in 2010 at a cost of 85 million pounds. It was 
successful in that all of the residential blocks sold out within months of opening to the 
market, but whether the project is been a success will have to see in more years. Glasgow 
has had problems with high rise tower block in the past so these new additions shall have 
to wait and see 
 
The second completed area is the Riverside Museum designed by Zaha Hadid architects, 
completed in 2012. This building replaced the original Glasgow transport museum taking 
with it many of the original exhibitions which have been part of the older famous transport 
museum. Again this building has been successful in creating a new and modern cultural 
centre in Glasgow, making it an international attraction. Some things could be said about 
the final design of the buildings and its display of the exhibits but the building is sured as 
part of the modern cultural change Glasgow has been through in the past 30 years. 
 
7. Future 
 
 
On the previous shipyard waterway at the Pacific Quay area a company called Floating 
Concepts proposed a floating city like design to utilise the area more fully into the design, 
with added homes and stores located on barge like structures on the river. These designs have 
not been taken forward.  
 
Much of the original masterplan for the Glasgow Harbour project has not been bulit however, 
as financial constraints of 2008 has meant that production has been halted. There are still 
many brownfeild areas in this part of the masterplan with construction looking to resume in 
the future. Plans have been put in place for many more housing projects, up to 10,000 new 
homes in the area to be build. Furhter along the river designs for a new road bridge 
connecting Renfrew and Yoker are also being drawen up, but a majority of the project has 
been completed with the many cultural centres and infrastructure project already built.  
 
 
     
 
 
http://www.scottish-enterprise.presscentre.com/Press-releases/Glasgow-to-build-world-s-first-
floating-leisure-village-30a.aspx 
http://www.plparchitecture.com/glasgow-harbour-masterplan.html 
 
 
 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
But overall the whole waterfront area had been massively overhauled into an area which the biggest 
architects in the world want to design in and people from all over the world want to live in. Whether 
the success shall continue into the future however, only time shall tell.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall the Clyde Waterfront Regeneration prject has spend billions of pounds in turning 
Glasgows River Clyde from its previous brownfields derelict post industrial wasteland into a 
nationwide culural centre for arts, performance and business. The 50,000 jobs created have 
greatly helped the economy of a city which was on a great decline. While masterplanning in 
Glasgow has gone terrible wrong in the past, I feel that this design on innovative centres has 
worked trumendously well thus far. It was transformed and area once poorly into the nicest in 
the city. 
 
But the project has its flaws. A severe lack of well planned public green spaces make the area a 
business park jungle and not as homely as one would hope. A citywide lack of decent public 
transport systems means that effective travel is still very reliant on car travel, which doesnt help 
any congestion or environmental stratagies the city hopes to achieve. Also the area totally lacks 
connection to the city centre, a huge flaw for travelling tourists to experience the great area. 
 
9. List of sources 
 
https://www.google.cz/maps/place/Glasgow,+Velk%C3%A1+Brit%C3%A1nie/@55.855536
7,-4.3024977,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x488815562056ceeb:0x71e683b805ef511e 
http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/ 
http://www.scotlandnow.dailyrecord.co.uk/lifestyle/heritage/pictures-river-clyde-
shipbuilding-history-4363762 
http://www.creativeclyde.com/our-community/image-gallery/pacific-quay-masterplan 
http://www.pacific-quay.co.uk/aerial.html 
http://www.clydewaterfront.com/projects/greater-govan--glasgow-
harbour/commercial/glasgow_harbour 
http://www.zaha-hadid.com/architecture/glasgow-riverside-museum-of-transport/ 
http://www.scottish-enterprise.presscentre.com/Press-releases/Glasgow-to-build-world-s-first-
floating-leisure-village-30a.aspx 
http://www.plparchitecture.com/glasgow-harbour-masterplan.html 
DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
Corredor Cultural Chapultepec 
1. Name of the student 
Salvador Morales Reyes 
2. School year / Semester 
Summer term 2016 
3. Chosen area / City 
The area of the project is in Mexico City, the capital of Mexico and also largest city in the 
country with around 8,900,000 inhabitants within its limits and 20,400,000 in the urban area. 
Is the city with the highest density in the word, therefore, Mexico is looking for new urbanist 
solutions, like the Corredor Cultural Chapultepec.  
http://www.worldmap1.com/search-image.asp?file=/map/mexico/mexico-city/mexico_city_map_mecixo_cities.gif 
4. Location / Maps / Area specification 
The project is propuse in Chapultepec Avenue, a 1.3 km main street located in the center 
and west area of the city, that runs from one of the main bus central stations to the city center. 
Carries the vehicular route in both directions as a twin street of Reforma, the most important 
and touristic street in Mexico City, which is located 500 meters north of Chapultepec Avenue   
Along Chapultepec Avenue you can find two of the districts with more history in Mexico 
City, in the north the Zona Rosa and in the south the Colonia Condesa. 
http://www.eluniversaldf.mx/fotos/mapatelevisa.jpg 
5. Historical development 
The origin of this pathway as such can be located during the colonial period , although 
from pre-Hispanic times was the aqueduct built by Moctezuma I. This aqueduct was one of 
the most important works of hydraulic engineering built by the indian mexicas and whose 
order was given to supply the Aztec capital of water. 
The stroke of the aqueduct was respected , and a new work of Spanish manufacturing took 
place from the sixteenth century. It was rejuvenated during the viceregal government by the 
year 1779 and for which 904 arches that carried water from the springs located at the foot of 
Cerro de Chapultepec by the " Calzada de Belen " to the source called Salto del Agua , 
running on a journey of more than three kilometers. The work fell into disuse when the new 
aqueduct which came thin better quality water from the town of Santa Fe.  
           VIEW OF THE AQUEDUCT IN 1519                                             VIEW OF THE AQUEDUCT IN 1779 
http://www.tramz.com/mx/gd/gd04.jpg 
6. Contemporary situation 
      Nowadays the avenue is one of the most importants in Mexico City where underpass 
bridges were designed, two ridges on the sides of the road and the idea of keeping only 20 
arches of the ancient aqueduct as a national heritage. Thousands of cars transit this avenue 
everyday which produce some problems; Chapultepec Avenue has become a barrier between 
Colonia Roma and Zona Rosa, instead of connecting them. Because of the constant traffic 
chaos it is difficult and dangerous for the passerby crossing the street and is not friendly for 
bicycles users.   
http://cdn.lopezdoriga.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/28444971.jpg 
         
       The areas that surround the avenue are being neglected and have fallen in desuse because 
people don't like walking in the sidewalks due to the constant noise of traffic. The national 
heritage, the 20 arches of the aqueduct that were kept, are also being neglected and are in a 
bad condition thanks to the disinterest of the politics and people. 
http://www.eluniversal.com.mx/sites/default/files/styles/f03-651x400/public/n-0c2- 
       The Chapultepec Avenue ends in the main CETRAM of the city, Modal Transfer Centers 
( CETRAM ) -called commonly “paraderos” are spaces in which converge various types and 
organizations of public passenger transport in Mexico City . It aims to facilitate the mobility 
of passengers between the transport systems that converge there . The CETRAM began 
attending type sedan called “peseros" units currently serving trucks , vans and buses , from a 
considerable percentage of the Metropolitan Area of Mexico.  
https://farm4.staticflickr.com/3849/15026080970_7b219372ba_b.jpg 
        
      This stations has a big number of users every day and is also a meeting spot for young 
people that spend the day using the public spaces in the center of the roundabout. Never the 
less, during the night is a dangerous place, burgles take advantage of the lack of public 
lightning in the spaces under the bridges and the police force can’t stop this.  
       There are some troubles in the CETRAM that need to be treated; the need of more 
parking spaces for the buses that when they don't find where to park they park in the public 
road causing major traffic jams, this roundabout instead of connecting the districts that 
surround it, create a barrier of buses between them making very difficult for the passerby to 
walk in that area.  
       The bicycle lane is always being invaded by the cars and illegal commerce that take 
advantage of that space to put their tends and sell different kinds of things, making impossible 
to the bicycle user transit in the lane they should so they invade the cars lane and a big mess 
occurs at all hours of the day.  
 
http://elbigdata.mx/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/IMG_5397.jpg 
    7. Future 
Cultural Corridor Chapultepec 
      The Cultural Corridor Chapultepec aims to create a high-rise lineal park among the 
Chapultepec Avenue, this project would give the city new green spaces that are located in the 
second level along with public cultural spaces for performances and art exhibitions of 
different kinds. In the fist level new commerce spaces will be find, creating a connection 
between Colonia Roma and Zona Rosa, that are the districts that surround the project.   
http://www.arquine.com/corredor-cultural-chapul/25 
http://www.arquine.com/corredor-cultural-chapul/25 
     Mexican government officially announced the project design recovery and rehabilitation of 
Chapultepec Avenue. They did so through a web page (http://www.ccchapultepec.mx) 
explaining the project and seeks to do the same methods and processes transparent. According 
to ProCDMX, this entity "obtained a Concession" who contributed to "a jointly funded 
project" that was associated with "the consortium Infrastructure Projects Chapultepec, S.A.P.I. 
de C.V. (PICSA) "for the creation of Chapultepec Cultural Corridor" to be held with "direct 
private investment of more than one billion pesos, without the use of public resources that is 
necessary or that some kind of debt for the government to generate" . The project is a design 
of FR-EE in collaboration with FRONT Architecture and RDGV architecture + urbanism and 
plans to begin construction in September. 
    Mexican government brings more quantity data "will increase from 9.878 to 61.297 m2 
existing public space", divided into 23,300 m2 of green, cultural and recreational areas; 9,746 
m2 to 28,251 m2 for walkers and banquettes "to integrate the Colonia Roma and Zona Rosa, 
and connect the CETRAM Chapultepec with the city center. The report does not provide data 
on how much space will go to the car and circulation. 
    The corridor is intended as a "cultural infrastructure" with theaters, contemporary art 
galleries, spaces for art initiation for children and youth, training centers and workshops, 
organized in an outline plan divides into clear and delimited sectors: 
  
http://www.arquine.com/corredor-cultural-chapul/25 
     In other hand, the section of the street rises in 4 different levels : sidewalk, mezzanine , 
first level and second level, try to overcome and prevent the flow of traffic lanes comprises 9 
-7 of private use- remain in the section of the avenue. The program of cultural spaces " will be 
designed by an architectural public competition for submission of concept proposals. 
http://www.arquine.com/corredor-cultural-chapul/25 
     The project, in the area of the CETRAM, proposes new urban furniture that integrates the 
informal commerce of the area to the public life of the roundabout. Adding to this goal, the 
design of a open air theater/cinema is being projected in one of the corners of the CETRAM. 
     The project is set to be friendly with the environment gathering rain water for its reuse in 
the commercial establishments and installing solar panels along the upper floor that can feed 
almost the entire project making it sustainable.   
http://www.arquine.com/corredor-cultural-chapul/25 
Politics 
     When the project was announced people started complaining about not having a said in 
such a important decision for the city. People were not happy that there was not a open 
competition for the design of the new avenue and the concession of the project was arbitrarily 
given to the son in law of one of the main holders. The architect described the project as a 
high-rise park but the truth is that most of the space was given to a mall, with 1000 million 
invest in the mall and only 320 million for the park. Another point people complained about 
was the revenue of the project; 5800 millions of revenue for the private holders and only 290 
millions for the city, a very uneven situation but the private holders excuse that amount of 
revenue saying that al the investment for the project was coming out of their pockets, fact that 
was in fact not true, the city invests 1900 million in terrain value, investors invest 100 million 
and get 95% of the revenue. All these factors inspired the people to go out and take the streets 
demanding that the project was not built and they won, nowadays the project is on hold and 
the city is in conversations with different architects searching for better solutions for 
Chapultepec Avenue problems.  
http://diariote.mx/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/corredor-cultural-protesta.jpg 
8. Conclusion 
      I believe what happens in Mexico is the responsibility of all Mexicans . Step on its soil, 
enjoy it and bear it , it is absolute heritage of those who live in this country , of whom 
frequent or visitors , here lies a central part of what brings us together as a nation. And 
Mexico City represents in a globalized world.  
     Therefore I consider a bad decision building on the stream of public roads, a second and a 
third floor that would be designed to accommodate a combined mall and crowned by more or 
less improbable gardens. Interestingly, with the small inclusion of some premises for the 
practice of the arts just to cover the project under the name of "cultural corridor". 
     The intervention project was born from a first and misunderstanding that threatens a urban 
principle: the public space in this case formed by banquettes and vehicular lanes are an 
inalienable heritage of the city and should not be subject to permanent commercial 
exploitation. In any manual of use of urban space it distinguishes between urban land that is 
privately owned -subject always to the common well- and public space formed by streets 
including sidewalks, squares, gardens, parks, etc., that all citizens have free access. 
    But there is another option : to channel economic force convened to distribute their positive 
effects on a much more inclusive corridor , extending from the entrance of Chapultepec Park 
across the avenue of the same name. It is a mixed intervention : private investment improves , 
diversifies and densify the particular properties right along the corridor , with a very attractive 
asset for investors, owners and the city. Part of that value focuses on the roots and 
improvement of current residents and tenants, while generating a densification of appropriate 
housing and directed to various social strata. 
   These actions of authority over public space will cost . But it is a matter of financial 
engineering and political interest, those costs would be recovered in a reasonable period 
      But for all this to happen we need to think and act responsibly searching for the welfare of 
the city and not only the enrichment of a few powerful persons. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CITY PLANNING 
PROJECT OF THE MUCEM 
1. Chosen area 
The project of the MuCEM located in the South of France, Marseille. It’s the second biggest 
city with around 1.7 million inhabitants.  
This city has been the scene of a great urban renewal since the beginning of 20th century 
throughout the Euromediterranee project. 
The MuCEM was one of the landmark of this changes, situated on the former pier, it is meant 
to regroup in the museum all the cultures present around the Mediterranean Sea.  
Paris 
Marseille 
http://www.toulouse.aeroport.fr 
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2. Location / Maps / Area specification 
The project of the MuCEM is located on the former industrial pier called the J4. It is part of a 
greater operation led by the Euromediterranee group. The objective creating a new urban 
landscape on Marseille’s waterfront and rather than rebuilding the whole neighborhoods from 
scratch, it’s renovating existing areas. 
 
3. Historical development 
Historically the emplacement of the J4 pier was a big free space used to store merchandises.  
  
http://www.geoportail.gouv.fr/accueil 
http://www.intertravaux.com/ 
http://www.geoportail.gouv.fr/accueil 
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4. Contemporary situation 
Started in 2009, the MuCEM was inaugurated on June the 4th 2013. It was imagined by Rudy 
Ricciotti and Roland Carta, with the help of French engineers who created the specific concrete 
that forms latticework around the building. The MuCEM is 72 square meters cubic glass 
building that encloses the first national museum created outside by the French government 
outside of Paris. 
  In the basement we can find the restrooms, a screening 
space for audio-visual documents; The Médinathèque and 
an auditorium with seating for 335 people (for lectures, 
performances, concerts and film series),  
On the first floor we can find the semi-permanent 
exhibition called the Galerie de la Méditerranée (1,600 m²) 
that changes every 3 to 5 years. You ca also find a space 
only for children called L’Odysséé des Enfants as well as 
a bookshop and gift shop. 
The second floor is reserved for temporary exhibitions 
(2,000 m2) and thanks to the flexibility of the spaces, each 
exhibition can be given the space it requires (between 300 
m² and 2,000 m²). 
The third floor is mainly a café and a restaurant with a 
panoramic terrace. It also gives an access to the Fort Saint 
Jean thanks to a footbridge crossing the sea. 
This view shows the rooftop of the museum, you can see 
the footbridge leading to the fort and also the latticework 
of concrete shading de terrace 
http://rudyricciotti.com/ 
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5. Future 
The MuCEM is part of a global project of rehabilitation of the city. If this project is finished, 
we can see that some other project have just started and some will continue like the renewal of 
Le Vieux Port that enters its second phase. 
  
http://projets-architecte-urbanisme.fr/ 
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6. Conclusion 
The work that was done on the J4 pier was one of the first effective transformation of Marseilles. 
The rehabilitation of the industrial port district has always been a priority in the urban politics 
but it was hard to find the finance to make this will effective. Even though some projects were 
already started, like Saint Charles train station, it was with the nomination of Marseille as the 
Capital of Culture in 2013 and the financial support of the European union that most of the big 
projects seemed feasible. And here was the starting point of the global renewal of Marseilles. 
Euromeditarranee was supposed to be a sort of Urban Showcase for the upcoming Metropole. 
If taken separately all those project look good whether on the paper or on the ground, and give 
a strong identity for the city, we can observe the some problems can be brought to light. First 
of all, just after the nomination of Marseilles as the Capital of Culture, the local government 
decided to start in a hurry all its project. This initiative made the city center impracticable during 
several month for most of its inhabitants. The second is that projects like The MuCEM, the 
Docks, the Terrasse du Port or other future projects involves a high increase of prices in the 
concerned districts. So this part of the city, previously occupied by middle to low class 
population, became too expensive and forced them to move to other fringe of the city. For some 
of the people from Marseille, this maneuver was wanted by the politics, and so make this poor 
quarters richer. 
To conclude, the projects directed by the city of Marseilles and Euromediterranee helps to 
increase the attractiveness of the Metropole, gives a new face to some of no-go-zones of 
Marseille, but it also creates more and more inequalities inside its walls and tends to kill some 
popular district that gives all the character to the Phocéenne town. 
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The new Malakoff project 
 
1. Name of the student 
Lucie Hardouin 
 
2. School year / Semester 
2015-2016 / Sumer semester 
 
3. Chosen area / City 
I choose the project of the new Malakoff. This project is situated in Nantes wich is a a city situated in 
the west of France. Nantes has a population of 300 000 inhabitants. 
 
Source : www.rtl.fr 
 
4. Location / Maps / Area specification 
The project is situated in Malakoff. Malakoff is a part of a district of Nantes wich is calling “Malakoff 
Saint-Donatien”. It is situated in the east of the city center of Nantes. Most of the population that lives 
in this district is disadvantaged people. In this district we can find a lot of tour with social housing in 
it. 
 Source : www.agence-schuman.com 
The construction of a lot off railways has delimited the structure of Malakoff, as you can see on the 
map bellow. 
 
Source map : Geoportail. Realisation : Lucie Hardouin. 
The nature is really present in Malakoff. Indeed, Malakoof is close to the river « Loire » and to the 
natural protect zone « little Amazonie ». All those naturals’ areas are an advantage for Malakoff. A lot 
of inhabitants of Malakoff don’t have a garden so they can go for walk along the riverbank if they 
want to be close to the nature. The surface of « little Amozonie » is 16 hectares. In this space there is a 
huge biodiversity. There are around 70 species of birdsin this place. The little Amazonie is protecting 
as a Natura 2000 area and also as a ZNIEFF (protected because of the interest of fauna and flora.). A 
lot of scientists come here to study. Moreover, the river “Loire” is protecting as a Natura 2000 area 
because of the biodiversity that live in it. A lot of animals and plants live in this river. We can found 
600 species of plants in this river. 
   
Source : www.ecolopop.info 
 
Source : fr.questmachine.org 
 
5. Historical development 
At the beginning of the century, this place welcomed farms and truck-farming dresses. The edges of 
the Loire were the meeting of the fishermen and the walkers of sunday.  There was some café, houses 
and shops. The first infrastructure construction in Malakoff was the stadium « Marcel-Saupin » that 
you can see on the picture bellow.  It was build in 1937. During the World War two, a lot of buildings 
were destroyed in Malkoff. After this, in 1955, began the reconstruction of some buildings. Because of 
the growing of population of the city, Nantes decided to construct more buildings in Malakoff. In 
1960, the plan of the ZUP (urban zone priority) is approuved. It plan to construct 1500 housing in 
Malakoff. Between 1967 and 1971, 1658 housing were built in Malakoff. Those operations were 
entrust to four architects : Évano, Cormiel, Choisel and Leroux. There were eleven sixteen-storey tour 
and there were five ten-storey tour. Some of these buildings were following the curve of the railways. 
After a few years, al lots of accommodation were unhealthy.  
 Source : lenouveaumalakoff.com 
 
Source : lenouveaumalakoff.com 
 
6. Contemporary situation 
The project of the new Malakoff started because of several things. First, there was a problem of 
unhealthy habitat (like isolation problems). Secondly there were some socials problems and Malakoff 
had a negative image. Also, there was a needed of new housing because of the growing of population 
in Nantes. For all this reasons, the Urban Community of Nantes Métropole decided in 2000 to start a 
project of renovation. This project is established as large-scale urban projects (GPV). In 2004, a 
convention is signed with ANRU (national agency for urban renewal). The surface of the project is 
164 hectares. 
The main intents of the project are to : 
- Change the perception that people have of Malakoff 
- Create better place to live 
- Connect Malakoff to the city-center and the other districts 
- Have social mix in Malakoff 
- Strengthen the social action in Malakoff  
 
Source : lenouveaumalakoff.com 
Some constructions are already built in Malakoff. For example, we can speak about the building wich 
is called “Phare des Alizés”. It was constructed in 2010 by the architects Devillers and Pondevie. It is 
a mix between housing, shops and offices. 
 
Source : lenouveaumalakoff.com 
The school « Jean-Moulin » was renovated. The oldest part of the building was demolished to 
construct a new one. Also, a forecourt was built to create an easier access to the school. There are 14 
classrooms in this school. Also, a shared garden was created in 2010. It allows the inhabitants of 
Malakoff to meet new people. Also, thanks to this shared garden, inhabitants can produce their own 
food. There are 17 garden plots in this garden. Moreover, some playgrounds were renovated and new 
one were created. 
   
Source : lenouveaumalakoff.com 
On the pictures bellow we can see the bridge « Eric Tabarly » wich was built in 2011. The name and 
the design of the bridge is a reference to the famous skipper Eric Tabarly. This bridge creates a 
connection between Malakoff and the island of Nantes. There is a road for each person : pedestrian, 
bicycle, bus and car. Also, new buses were implanted like the bus “Chronobus”. This bus offers a high 
level of service which means that it has his own road. Thanks to this bus, it is easier for the inhabitants 
to reach the city-center. Indeed, there is a bus every 5 minutes. 
 
Source : lenouveaumalakoff.com 
 
7. Future 
Some constructions are not built yet. For example, we can speak about a building which will be built 
around 2018. The name of the plot is « 1 E ». The project is to build 129 new housing and 4 800 m² of 
activities. There will be a wooden frame on the ground floor. The architects of this project are 
Garo&Boixel and Art&Build. 
 Source : lenouveaumalakoff.com 
On the second picture you can see the building which will be built around 2018. The name of the plot 
is « MC8 ». The project is to build 51 new housing and 37 parking places. The architects of this 
project are VERA & BARRAND. The housing construct in this building will be affordable housing. 
 
Source : lenouveaumalakoff.com 
Moreover, new public spaces will be created or renovated. On the picture you can see the new 
landscape design of the street « Angleterre » and the creation of a new public space. This project is 
constructing on 2 phases. The first was between 2012 and 2014. The second is between 2014 and 
2016. The prime contractor of this project is « atelier Ruelle ». There will be a reorganization of the 
parking spaces and a way for the bus will be create. Also, some fruit trees will be plant. 
 Source : lenouveaumalakoff.com 
 
8. Conclusion 
This project is a good example of what can be a project of urban renewal. The entire district was 
renovated and restructured. There are more green spaces and the buildings looks different. It really 
changes the perception of the district. This project allows Malakoff to be connected to all the other 
districts of Nantes. With all this changes the inhabitants have better conditions of living. Also, it’s 
good that there was a consultation with the inhabitants. It makes people feeling more concern by the 
project. 
The architecture of the new buildings in Malakoff is modern. The buildings are lower to have less the 
impression off being confine between some tours. Also, in the new buildings there are a lot of 
windows so that you can have a view on the river or have a sun bath.  
However, built new buildings and create new public spaces are not enough to fix all the problems in 
Malakoff. That’s why the project try to strengthen the social action in Malakoff. Also, a citizen 
council was created. It allows people to participate at the neighborhood life. 
Now the project is not finish yet. Some activities will be implanted to revitalize Malakoff. As a 
conclusion we can say that this project is a success. But we have to wait the end of the project to see if 
it’s really working or not. 
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